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Medical missions for the provision of paediatric cardiac surgery in low- and middle-income countries
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Abstract This review will outline the role of visiting cardiac surgical teams in low- and middle-income countries drawing on the collective experience of the authors in a wide range of locations. Requests for assistance can emerge from local programmes at a beginner or advanced stage. However, in all circumstances, careful pre-trip planning is necessary in conjunction with clinical and non-clinical local partners. The clinical evaluation, surgical procedures, and postoperative care all serve as a template for collaboration and education between the visiting and local teams in every aspect of care. Education focuses on both common and patient-specific issues. Case selection must appropriately balance the clinical priorities, safety, and educational objectives within the time constraints of trip duration. Considerable communication and practical challenges will present, and clinicians may need to make significant adjustments to their usual practice in order to function effectively in a resource-limited, unfamiliar, and multilingual environment. The effectiveness of visiting trips should be measured and constantly evaluated. Local and visiting teams should use data-driven evaluations of measurable outcomes and critical qualitative evaluation to repeatedly re-assess their interim goals. Progress invariably takes several years to achieve the final goal: an autonomous self-governing, self-financed, cardiac programme capable of providing care for children with complex CHD. This outcome is consistent with redundancy for the visiting trips model at the site, although fraternal, professional, and academic links will invariably remain for many years.
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Poor access to paediatric cardiac surgical interventions in low- and middle-income countries represents a large unaddressed disease burden, with around 90% of those one million born annually with CHD having no access to affordable specialist surgical treatment.1–4 This fits within a wider issue of healthcare delivery: mainly five billion of the world population having no access to safe and affordable general surgical care.5,6

In the past, a variety of philanthropic non-governmental organisations in host countries responded by providing individual sponsorship of children for surgical treatment abroad. It was quickly realised that sending in a cardiac surgical team to
operate on 10–20 children in the host country – referred to as a “trip” – could be accomplished for the same cost as sending one child abroad.7–9

Visiting teams generally comprise between five and 20 professionals per trip, including clinicians from anaesthesia, cardiac surgery, perfusion, cardiology, nursing, and ICU staff. A variety of models exist, with variations in frequency, duration, team size, and levels of clinical involvement.10 Medical teams have been variously described as “camps”, “mentoring trips”, “brigades”, “workshops”, or “missions”, the last of these having been commonly associated with religious organisations.11

Trip goals
The primary goal of trips is to assist in developing a successful autonomous self-governing, self-financed cardiac programme capable of providing care for children with complex CHD with little or no further need for visiting assistance. Over time, the visiting team becomes obsolete.12

A trip is, by its nature, a collaborative participation with local professionals that aims to demonstrate the direct provision of paediatric cardiac surgery successfully in the local centre, and compare results with international standards. This differs distinctly to a didactic, academic, or virtual teaching experience as the patient pathway forms the majority of the template for education. Learning opportunities arise from every real-life or simulated clinical experience.

The centre, comprising a team of individuals in a location, is expected to undergo changes itself. Changes occur through team training and growth, or with facilities development, throughout phases of programme maturation.

On the route towards visiting team obsolescence, operations between trips should begin, or increase in numbers, consolidating what is experienced on trips. Complexity and case volume are expected to increase over time,1,10,13,14 and patient age and size decrease as the collaboration develops. The proportion and number of surgical operations performed during trips decreases.15

Design and planning
Local clinical partners are an essential prerequisite, and must include a minimum of a cardiologist and surgeon providing patient assessment, communication, and long-term follow-up. A full clinical team may not always exist with the commencement of new programmes,16 but should form an early objective. Requests for assistance vary by host centre characteristics, ranging from new sites with minimal cardiac surgical experience to established sites seeking to improve on results in high-risk, low-weight critical defects.14,17

Additional partners in the native environment, knowledgeable of the local political, logistical, and financial complexities, may be governmental, civic, or local non-governmental organisations.12 Their role is supporting public relations, locally based fundraising, assisting with visas, importing supplies, professional team clearance, and essential aspects of communications.

Lists of minimum supplies, infrastructure, drugs, and equipment should be sent in advance, and a visit by a core team including a biomedical engineer along with one to two other clinicians is critical when establishing a new site. For sites where cardiac surgery is already being performed, direct evaluation may not be necessary, although later biomedical engineering support is frequently useful for local training, identifying unmet needs, and optimising equipment usage.

Infrastructure evaluation for a new site should include assessment of echocardiography facilities, cardiac catheterisation laboratory, operating theatre, ICU, radiology, blood transfusion, laboratory medicine, and pharmacy services. Biomedical engineering support may be necessary to further evaluate infrastructure issues such as gas, suction, power supply, and generators.

Hospitals may be able to donate used equipment for trips. Non-functional donated equipment is a commonly cited problem; one study estimated that ~40% of donated equipment in low- and middle-income countries is unusable.5,18 Donors may need reassurance that the recipients take biomedical and clinical responsibility for subsequent placement in use. It may be appropriate to temporarily bring smaller items such as pacemakers and portable blood gas analysers, if acuity or surgical numbers on a trip exceeds usual local capacity.

A functional pharmacy is essential for a hospital aspiring to perform paediatric cardiac surgery, and a full list of drug availability is sought. The authors do not advocate importing out-of-date medications as donations. Evidence of stability may, however, form the basis of local clinical decisions subject to regulations and practice.19 The World Health Organization20 essential medicines list for children may be used as a template of need or donation list for new or adult sites for any additional items to specialist cardiac medications.

Supplies, including disposables, may be sought for donation. Organisations exist to receive and distribute unused functional medical items, although it should not be considered as a sustainable solution for items that are high volume, used every day, and for single use. Functionally multiuse external contact
items, which are able to be cleaned, such as resuscitation bags, masks, blood pressure cuffs, or oxygen tubing, may be more beneficial. Guidance exists on reuse of single-use items;21,22 however, local experience, regulations, context, and safety are paramount.

Donations of any category should not be made without an agreed upon need. Local medical supply is an economy that should be engaged and is essential for sustainability.

Initial trip frequency may be planned based upon the needs, experience, and opinions of local partners along with an evaluation of the facility. Information is generally gained after the first trip for future planning. Team composition and size should focus on the specific clinical and educational needs of the site, ability to speak the local language, clinical expertise, and prior trip experience, all of which are important factors in team recruitment and selection.

**Patient assessment and scheduling**

A balanced caseload on any trip involves competing priorities and difficult decisions. Case scheduling must take account of issues such as clinical need, programme success, duty-of-care obligations, team learning, and ICU workload.

Multi-disciplinary case conferences should commence with every trip. Scheduling lower-acuity, older patients in the first 1–2 days of any visit may reveal latent failures and communication difficulties,23,24 while minimising risk in comparison with operating on smaller, critically ill infants.

The prevalence of “simple” defects and non-critical surgical cases may be higher in a country with a prior surgical deficit.25,26 These cases may lead to confidence building, serve larger numbers with better outcomes, maintain regular team practices, and may be an early educational objective for operating independently in new sites. Morale and programme success could be threatened by multiple, early mortalities even within risk-adjusted international standards.

Nevertheless, critically ill patients who have no other national or international options are more likely to die if declined for surgery, and may take up valuable ICU resources regardless of surgical decision-making. If there is an acceptable chance of success, these patients may be considered for surgery subject to local staff,27 despite the fact that challenging cases will continue to present. Teams who visit two to four times annually may be better prepared to take on more complex cases especially when staged procedures are considered.28

No one strategy or case-mix type can be recommended, as programmes seek assistance at varying stages of development. A clear plan should be part of a shared, agreed upon agenda between the visiting and local team, and be reviewed at least annually.

**Team approach**

Side-by-side training for all specialties is crucial to sustainable success.7,29 No visiting clinician should be practicing without a local counterpart, and risks should be discussed pre-emptively on a “what if” basis. If an emergency mandates a fast intervention that cannot be contemporaneously explained, dedicated time should be set aside after the event to debrief the process with the local clinicians involved.

Visiting team members should recognise potential communication challenges and risks posed by their presence. Measures to simplify and verify essential communications are paramount. Verification of understanding regarding aspects of cardiac surgical management is prone to error, even between English speakers.30 “Yes” and “no” questions should not be asked as the answer “yes” might simply mean “I am listening to you”. Translators from language departments of local universities may be useful; however, suitable translation assistance is usually available from within the medical field.

Documentation, including drug prescription, should be in the native language as possible, and written by the local team without disruption of the established systems. Further recommendations include use of generic drug names, locally used units of measurement, avoidance of abbreviations and jargon, and communicating visually, diagrammatically, and in proximity to the issue of discussion.

Exact locations of emergency equipment, and specifications for prepared emergency scenarios, should be addressed at the beginning of a trip in each clinical area and preparations agreed upon with local teams.

**Operation theatre and cardiac catheterisation laboratory**

Anaesthetists may be required in both the operation theatre and the cardiac catheterisation laboratory. Local anaesthesia staff may have sufficient expertise to cover catheterisation laboratory procedures, although priority should be given to their presence during surgery for teaching cases. The potential for simultaneous emergencies requires appropriate preparation by the team, and may necessitate intervention by ICU staff trained in airway, anaesthesia, and sedation management.

Protocolised practices such as pre-procedural checklists,31,32 care and monitoring during transfer, and structured handover from operating theatre to ICU33,34 should be used regardless of complexity.
Anaesthetic machines must specifically be checked for paediatric ventilation capability. Capnography in ICU or operating theatre is essential, low cost, and can reduce blood gas analyses. Training in vascular ultrasound may also be useful.48

Blood availability is often poor.37 Patients’ families are potential donors, but may pose associated risks of graft-versus-host reactions.38,39 Viruses and parasitic infections – such as malaria and American trypanosomiasis – are additional risks of blood transfusions.40,41 Patients may present with preoperative anaemia – for example, due to helminth infection – requiring treatment, and protractive iron supplementation can be useful in raising haemoglobin.42,43 Agents for haemostasis such as tranexamic acid or aprotinin may also reduce blood transfusion requirements.44 Restriction of blood product transfusions owing to high risks of locally related factors may be the best strategy.45–47 Established blood product identification and safety checking processes by local clinicians help to reduce error associated with blood transfusions. Coombs testing is a useful additional safety measure.

Basic transoesophageal echocardiography skills can be taught, and further education and training should be encouraged to develop skills.48 Intraoperative epicardial echocardiography is a useful alternative49 as a learning tool for the adequacy of repair, and may improve identification and success rate of operative revision when compared with identifying residual lesions later.50

Local surgeon teaching is dependent upon the experience they have when the visiting team arrives. Providing a list of previous surgeries performed with results will give the visiting surgeon some knowledge of the level of local capability. It may be ideal to begin with procedures the host surgeon is capable of performing under the guidance of the visiting surgeon. This allows for an assessment of skill level by the visiting surgeon and serves as a guide for advancing the level of complexity under mentorship as appropriate. One should not ask a local surgeon to perform a case that they do not feel comfortable performing, even with the visiting surgeon’s assistance. Graduated development that builds confidence, competence, and skill is key.51 The visiting surgeon may be faced with defects and complications of long-standing CHD and should be prepared to be flexible and innovative.52–56

Ultra-fast-track anaesthetic technique is the general goal geared towards early extubation.57 Normothermic strategies during or post-bypass and use of warm air blowers assist in early extubation.58,59 Fast-tracking reduces exposure to morbidity and mortality from failures of equipment, power, or gas, or ICU nursing presence or experience. Additional benefits include reductions in ICU sedation and inotrope requirements, ventilator-associated pneumonia, and ICU and hospital stay.50–62

Teaching and practice

A visiting ICU team briefing and orientation is essential. Team members may have heterogeneous medical backgrounds or humanitarian medicine experiences. Before each trip, it is important that all members have a shared understanding of the general approach, availability and limitations of equipment and local protocols, communication, emergency preparedness, and risk reduction practices. Risk reduction measures such as distraction-free drug preparation practices,63 and the checklist or “time out” approach before ICU procedures, such as extubation or chest drain removal, are encouraged.64 A trained paediatric cardiac intensivist is a rarity, and other specialties fill this role including cardiac surgeons, anaesthetists, and cardiologists.65 It may be a challenge to clearly identify local ICU medical leadership.

A paediatric cardiac ICU nursing team may emerge from a basis of adult or paediatric experience, but a subset of nurses may need to be identified for paediatric specialisation and education.66 Didactic teaching typically focuses on common issues such as infection control, bleeding, postoperative care, pain management, and arrhythmia control. In-depth training should also focus on planned surgical cases to include discussion of anatomic defects, pathophysiology, postoperative haemodynamics, and expected complications. Onsite education can be in the format of cardiac catheterisation conferences or short informal bedside settings that are embedded into routine workflow for ICU personnel. Educational needs of local night staff may need specific additional consideration if unable to attend daytime training.

Collaborative rounding with the multidisciplinary team should involve host team members presenting clinical data, using the local language. Assessment and plans should be jointly developed, and all key points fully translated. These rounds, either led by a physician or nurse, are a core part of the training approach. Other communication events in the ICU, such as shift-to-shift handover, and patient admission from theatre, should have a similar clear structure, and not be interrupted. The practice of listening without extraneous conversations or telephones should be role-modelled by visiting ICU team members.

Local clinicians may feel overwhelmed by the presence of a visiting team and the new experience of providing care to children after open-heart surgeries. They may be hesitant to exhibit leadership during
resuscitation or lead discussions to develop patient recovery plans. For the visiting team, it is critical to avoid going into the immediate "takeover" problem-solving mode during these circumstances. Instead, clinicians from both sides should partner closely, develop shared communication and understanding, to arrive at plans to address the clinical problems.

**Problems and risks**

Teams must always recognise that their presence may create safety risks. The team is inherently disruptive. Disruption is positive if it modifies unsafe practices and encourages growth, but negative if it removes embedded safety practices. Critical examples might include introducing drugs of a different concentration to local supplies, or creation of a surgical list plan that bypasses an embedded system designed to identify the correct patient at the correct time. Safety may be compromised by local teams not accustomed to the large number of cases attempted in a short trip, and this affects other specialties that use the same facilities.

In some sites, parental presence in the ICU may be prohibited. Teams have an ability to promote this and other cultural changes in ICU, although progress may be small and incremental, as with many changes. Variations in usual roles and practice models by the visiting team that are atypical to the clinical setting must be negotiated into a practice consistent with local regulations and programme objectives.

Many practical and often unexpected difficulties may be encountered. This may include lack of emergency cylinders requiring self-inflation bags, and use of 42-l oxygen "pillows" for short inter-departmental transfers. Adaptability is an essential characteristic on a trip. Visiting teams not only provide education but often learn from host teams in limited resource settings. Examples include central venous catheters used as pleural or peritoneal drainage devices, or ICU-prepared dialysis solutions. Nitric oxide is often prohibitively inexpensive or inaccessible, although sildenafil is generally more available. Strategies for pulmonary hypertension management need to be discussed within local resources.

Parity with the best equipment standards may be an aspiration, but learning to operate within locally existing resources, with appropriately tailored case selection, is a priority of a visiting team. Improvements can be incremental and may follow early successes.

Teams may find themselves as part of a multi-organisational approach characterised by different styles in care management. Liaison and co-ordination between teams is recommended, and brings a stronger and more successful project to maximise consistency and share insights on progress.

Cases with specific needs such as conduits or valves should be presented well before a trip to allow procurement or donation.

A paradox of the paediatric cardiac literature is that the majority is written in 10% of the world that has the full range of services, and not in the 90% that is still underdeveloped. Stages of presentation, available treatments, and comorbidities differ greatly, and a humble and cautious non-didactic application of one’s own knowledge and experience is often useful.

Teams that undertake high-complexity cases may need to have a core team stay behind for a week after the final surgery to provide the local team with support to address potential ICU complications. Application-based tele-conferencing can complement the visiting model, with post-trip consultation and communications made easier by personal familiarity, professional respect, and trust.

**Insurance, licensing, and liability**

The occurrence of lawsuits against visiting teams vary in the literature, and range from one per 1000 cases to none in over 8500 cases. Even a failed lawsuit incurs significant costs. Obtaining direct permission from the relevant regional or national ministry of health through liaisons with governmental agencies and local partners is strongly advised. This is not always the same as licensing, as fluency in local language is necessary to be accepted formally into the professional register of many countries. Malpractice insurance specifically designed for volunteer trip practice is available through many providers, and may already be included in standard policies.

**Outcomes and benefits**

Humanitarian outcomes using number of children operated, combined with short stories and photos for viewing by a non-professional audience, are a useful way to present the humanitarian impact of a programme. Presenting these data to a governmental or charitable donor-funding agency may help to ensure continued funding and avoiding costs associated with sending children to other countries for surgery. Infrastructure upgrades, donations of equipment, supplies, and medications impact humanitarian outcomes by providing some of the needs for on-going programme development.

Data collection is a key prerequisite to any audit and reporting of clinical outcomes. Organisations that support multiple sites must be able to collect and analyse their own data as issues may occur across sites.

Data collection by the local sites should be required because the clinical outcomes of the programme extend beyond the humanitarian count of
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